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Welcome to Startup Report Austria
A very warm welcome to this year’s edition of Startup Report Austria. My name is Florian Kandler, I’m
a three-time founder, passionate entrepreneur and publisher of Startup Report Austria. This report is
part of my passion project called www.StartupMilestones.eu, that aims to inspire and help European
startup founders. I hope you enjoy seeing how many great Austrian startups received funding in 2016.
And I hope you enjoy the insights those founders share in the Q&A section of this report.

T

his is the second edition of this report in
Austria. It is the most complete, freely
available yearly list of startup fundings above € 250.000 of the past year.
All of the information in the report was validated
by the startup’s founders. And it is a compendium of startup knowledge, insights and tipps,
shared by the founders of these successful
startups.
Two reasons motivated to spend evenings and
weekends in January, putting together this report:
firstly, because of the enthusiastic feedback I received when I did Startup Report Austria for the
very first time last year; and secondly, because of
my passion for small(er) European startup ecosystems like Austria.
What motivated me to create Startup Report?
I am a passionate startup entrepreneur. In the
past nine years I have founded or co-founded
three companies. Two of them raised an aggregate of several million Euros of venture funding
in three separate rounds. Many amazing people
helped and mentored me along the way.
Because I received so much support, I developed
a mindset of offering my help to younger
entrepreneurs, too. Up until this point, I do so
by giving talks, mentoring at startup events and
in incubator programs in Europe and the USA. In
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2016 I started a European Startup Podcast. And
I do Facebook Live Streams, where I invite fellow
European founders to chat with me, share knowhow about various startup topics, and answer
question of live viewers.
Who is Startup Report for?
Startup Report is mainly for the first-time startup founders, who are just getting going – fighting
their way from idea towards fundability. It is also
for people considering starting a startup –
e.g. university students who think about launching a startup on the side or after they graduate;
or young people who started their first job in a
company, gathered some industry insights and/or
realized that corporate life is not for them.
Startup Report is for those young, inspired, motivated, driven, dedicated, energized people. To
show them, how many other founders have succeeded, turning their idea into a fundable venture.
To show them, who the individuals behind these
successful startups are. And to give them a taste
of how those individuals tick, what their secrets
for success are, and what tips they have for them.
Showing Role Models
Role models and success stories are one fundamental aspect to encourage young people to

give entrepreneurship a try. To show that “it can be
done”, and that the people who have succeeded
are normal, tangible human beings like you and I.
People who also started out small.
Celebrating Successes
There are great, successful entrepreneurs in
Austria! And they are getting more and better every year. But the Austrian startup ecosystem is still
not as visible and tight-knit as I have seen in Berlin,
London and Silicon Valley. And thus, many of the
successes go unnoticed, without the potential to
influence the decision of the next generation of
potential entrepreneurs.
For that reason, I wanted a report to exist in this
world, which celebrates the successes of the ecosystem. A report with a focus on the people behind the successes. A report from the community, for the community.

Final Notes
People asked me, why this report is in English language. There are a couple of reasons. One is, that
there are more and more international founders,
who moved here from abroad to make Austria
their startup’s home.
But also, the information, the successes, the
knowledge in this report shall be able to travel
across borders and language barriers. For that
European founders, investors, mentors and ecosystem supporters can learn from each other,
get to know each other and form a community
that spans this whole great continent of ours:
Europe!
Sincerely yours,

Florian Kandler
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Guiding Business Ideas to Success
Guest article by Stefan Perkmann Berger, Founder WhatAVenture

Methodologies to turn ideas to
success

are actually applying those tools while trying to
grow their company. My two main observations
are:

Some of the most widely spread approaches is
the concept of lean startup by Eric Ries or Build
Measure Learn by Steve Blank. Both have as its
core principle the validation of hypotheses. A
major stepping stone is the minimal viable product, which is a quick and/or cheap prototype or
experiment to validate whether you are able to
deliver the value proposed to your customers.
This approach has been widely discussed within the community and while there are different
terms used to describe the concept of validating the customer value proposition such as the
minimal viable experiment or the minimal viable economic product the core idea remains the
same.

1) The core concept of validation is still misunderstood: Unfortunately, despite the fact that
many more people are using terms such as
lean startup, still many lack the understanding
what that actually means. My conclusion is that
for many to be able to really understand those
ideas it is through painful experience or new approaches in making those concepts understood.

Many institutions such as universities, accelerators or established companies integrated those
concepts into their standard repertoire to support and teach young entrepreneurs.

What has been the effect on the
startup community?
In my observation, those methodologies have
become part of the standard vocabulary of most
startups and/or corporate innovation teams –
which is good. But it is striking how few teams
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2) Difference between knowing and doing: What
I also see is that many fresh entrepreneurs as
well as corporate innovation teams talk about
lean principles but hesitate to apply them. There
are a couple of reasons for that: teams are not
ready to directly interact with customers as they
fear criticism or negative feedback. They underestimate the difficulty of building something
customers really want to use. They are afraid of
sharing their ideas too early. The results are often teams that try to build fully functional products from scratch or loosing themselves in the
planning phase.

Conclusion
The Austrian startup ecosystem has come a
long way. A lot of knowledge about Lean methodologies has become available – and 2016 was

© Timar Ivo Batis

No matter whether you are a startup or a corporate: to turn an idea into a product or service that
creates significant benefit for its users is an intense and challenging journey. And as we all know it is
the minority of founders and corporate teams that are successful in their endeavor. But over the last
years something changed significantly for entrepreneurs: it is the available methodologies on how to
turn ideas to success.

definitely a year, where this trend picked up even
more pace.
My wish for 2017 is that the number of teams
that successfully apply those tools is growing
and that I can continue to be an elementary part
to support young founders in doing so.
Being sure the Austrian start-up ecosystem will
continue to evolve, I am already excited to be
part of it in 2017 again!
Stefan Perkmann Berger.
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European pioneering work: funding
incubators & accelerators
Guest article by Viktor Pasquali, Program Manager aws JumpStart

What defines a well-functioning startup ecosystem? It is an environment where talented founders
have easy access to high-quality support for building the next great companies. Support is a very
broad term and can be referred to many things like: capital (provided by angel investors, venture capital funds or public institutions), human capital (usually provided by universities), knowledge (provided
by former entrepreneurs now acting as investors, advisors and mentors for first time founders) and
many more.due to big legal challenges. And I hope you enjoy the insights those founders share in the
Q&A section of this report.

Running an incubator or accelerator is actually
very hard. Giving high-quality support to the
incubees is just one part of the equation. The
incubator itself also has to finance its own expenses and especially as newcomers on the
market, there are only limited funds available.
For that reason, in 2015, the Austria Wirtschaftsservice (aws) and the Federal Ministry of Science,
Research and Economics decided to launch a
completely new public funding program, called
aws JumpStart. aws JumpStart is a grant for incubators and accelerators in Austria - there is
no comparable public grant within the European Union in existence.
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2016 results: 5 incubators +
24 incubees funded
As pioneers in this field, in 2016 we funded 5 incubators / accelerators with 150.000 Euro each.
It was a very selective process with 32 applications. It was tough and demanding, not only
for the applicants but also for the jury and ourselves. Today I can proudly say: it was all worth
it! The 5 incubators funded in 2016 are developing extremely well.
Let me present you the best Austrian incubator
programs selected by independent international experts:

© Manfred Machacek

Since there is a lot of demand for structured
support, especially in the pre-seed / seed stage
of a startup, incubators and accelerator programs have established themselves as the “goto” destination for young founders. They can
provide the much-needed support from a centralized source. All over the world there is a big
trend in setting up such “helping hands”.

aws JumpStart is not only funding the incubators
themselves, but also the incubated startups. For
the first time mentioned publicly, we are happy
to announce that we already funded 24 startups
with 22.500 Euro each, last year.

•

5starts

•

Impact Hub Vienna

•

Speedstartstudio

Brand new grants for 2017

•

TUW i²ncubator

•

Up To Eleven

As of 1st of January 2017, innovative Austrian startups and angel investors can apply for
brand new grants provided by the aws. The “aws
Lohnnebenkostenförderung” and the “aws Risi-

kokapitalprämie” are another important step to
strengthen the startup landscape in Austria.
This is our contribution to the Austrian ecosystem – and I’m happy and proud to see the effect
it already had in 2016; and the things to come in
2017.
Viktor Pasquali.
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Crowdinvesting – here to stay!
Guest article by Daniel Horak, Cofounder & Managing Partner CONDA AG Crowdinvesting

Within the last years crowdfunding and crowdinvesting got more and more popular in Austria. Although large crowdfunding (you pledge money and get some rewards in exchange) platforms like Kickstarter and Indigogo also managed to help some Austrian companies to raise money, it took crowdinvesting (you invest money and get shares or interests) platforms several years more to gain traction,
due to big legal challenges. And I hope you enjoy the insights those founders share in the Q&A section
of this report.

New law in effect for first full year
But in 2015 the Austrian government announced
that a new law (AltFG – Alternativfinanzierungsgesetzt) is under development dealing with
crowdinvesting and came into effect in September 2015. This new regulatory increased the
maximum amount raised per company up to €
1,5 Mio., defined some investor protection rules
(e.g. maximum invested amount per investor/
year/project: € 5000) and various rules and responsibilities for the platforms.

The impact in 2016
The numbers show that this new law had significant impact for the whole industry (Source
WKO):
•

In the first half of 2016 Austrian crowdinvesting platforms raised almost € 14 Mio.

The numbers also show that since AltFG came
into effect, the raised volume tripled compared
to the periods before. Compared to laws in
other countries, the AltFG is good mixture of
protecting investors, regulating platforms and
helping companies to gain money.

Also SK Rapid used corwdinvesting
In the very beginning most companies which
raised money through crowdinvesting were
startups or small companies, but due to the
fact that higher volumes got possible, also more
established companies used this alternative financing instrument. Till the end of 2016, the biggest campaign which raised money on a crowdinvesting platform was done by the soccer club
SK Rapid - they’ve managed to raise € 3 Mio.
within just a few weeks. And I am proud to say,
they did so using Conda.

•

This is € 4,9 Mio. more than the volume of
the whole year 2015

Trend into the future

•

Since launch of first Austrian platforms, 106
companies successfully raised money and
17 projects didn’t manage to reach the minimum goal

•

In total, all platforms combined raised almost € 30 Mio. since start of crowdinvesting
in Austria

Currently we see more and more platforms are
evolving and some new, international players
are starting in Austria. We’ve also seen the first
bankruptcies of crowd-financed companies, but
so far they haven’t had a large impact on the investing dynamics in Austria.
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Nevertheless, this is one of the biggest challenges for all platforms because they should avoid
losing the trust of their investors by creating too
many defaults. Overall, we also see a level a positive development of alternative financing like
crowdinvesting on an international. And studies
(source) say that this trend will continue in the
future. And I am very excited about a future like
that!
Daniel Horak.
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Austria’s startup scene on the rise
Guest article by Tanja Sternbauer, Project Manager Austrian Startups, Cofounder/President The
Female Founders Club, Managing Partner Startup Live

Austria has quite a history regarding global market leaders in specific industries - be it KTM, Swarovski, Fischer Ski, Voestalpine, but also lesser known names like Pelzmann, Pollmann and Wintersteiger
(almost 200 of these in total). Although they are the leaders and innovators within their sector, significantly contributing to the Austrian economy, most of the broader public has not even heard of their
existence.

Could this be the same for Austrian
startups?
Typical unicorn success stories like Snapchat
and Uber might not origin from Austria, but this
doesn’t mean that there isn’t a fair chance of
having our own victories.
Some of last year’s Startup Report superstars
like Bitmovin, Dynamic Perspective or Helioz
clearly show that there is a huge potential for
“under-the-radar” companies, which mostly are
addressing the B2B market and therefore are
conquering their own niche without becoming a
(known) global phenomenon.
However, given the recent hype about startups
and the exorbitant valuations in some cases,
sustainability will be key in the next years and
those hidden champs definitely are better off in
the long run.

Austrian startups are just about to
get started
Success stories about new investments or exponential user growth are popping up almost on a
weekly basis – and it seems that Austrian startups are just about to get started.
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More and more enthusiasts see starting a company or working in a startup as a career possibility and are eager to deep-dive into the scene.
Entrepreneurship is getting more recognition in
our educational system with all the first-stopshops popping up offering hands-on advice
and know-how for motivated students. Startup-relevant events are filling the calendars,
making it hard to choose which one to join and
various startup clusters are added to our growing ecosystem. In addition, the “giving back”
mentality that is already established and part
of the success in startup hotspots like Silicon
Valley, Tel Aviv or Berlin, is taking over Austria.
Leading founders from startups like Runtastic,
Shpock, Zoomsquare or Blossom are acting as
role-models and are passing on their knowledge
and best-practices to first-time entrepreneurs
or even starting their own initiative (e.g. Lemmings I/O or StartupMilestones.com).

General conditions are improving
Furthermore, the whole framework for growth
is improving: Politics are plunging into the startup topic, simplifying bureaucracy, Techcrunch
recognized Austria as the “up-and-coming early-stage investment capital” and governmental
organizations are luring young promising entrepreneurs and talents from all across Europe

to Austria with attractive grants and support in
many other ways.
Fortunately, there is also more capital available
than ever before. Success stories are attracting
investors from abroad and the investment scene
in Austria is growing rapidly. From smart money via business angels, to VCs to crowdfundingand investing: entrepreneurs have more than a
handful of choices these days.

Observing the startup scene development within the last years shows that there is clearly a window of opportunity right now for all entrepreneurs out there and there hasn’t been a better
time to start a business than right now.
Tanja Sternbauer.
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Austria’s start up
strongly developed

scene

has

Guest article by Ralf Kunzmann, Managing Director aws Gründerfonds

In November 2016 the World economic Forum issued its ranking of European start ups and Vienna was
to be seen within the Top Ten “start up cities” in Europe – one result of the strong effort to the Austrian
start up scene by many stakeholders within the last few years! The community has worked so hard to
get where it is today.

Austria’s start up scene has strongly developed
and pushed itself in the recent years and so we
were able to see a lot of very successful exits
like Runtastic, Dutalis, Holvi, Spock and Hitbox
just in the last couple of months. Startups like
TourRadar or Miracor recently closed further
7-digit funding rounds.

cidental wage costs, additional funding for aws
Business-Angel-Fonds and aws Seed-Financing, new legal structure for startups and many
more. Due to the additional attractiveness for
startups, more and more incubators, accelerators and company builders are playing an important role in the Austrian startup ecosystem.

Promotional landscape

€ 70 million for Austrian startups

This development is mainly driven by a strong
end effective promotional landscape for startups even in its pre-seed and seed phase. According to the “Global Entrepreneurship Monitor”,
the promotion offers for founders are the best
in Austria. Nevertheless, we see a lack of Austrian based venture capital funds being able to
provide venture capital for the market entry of
startups following the seed stage. This is where
we come in -aws Gründerfonds provides startups with venture capital in its startup and early
growth stage. We do that by making co-investments with international venture capital funds.

aws Gründerfonds is Austria’s 70m Euro venture
capital fund focusing on Austrian-based startups and is mainly backed by the Austrian development bank Austria Wirtschaftsservice (aws),
which is where Austrian founders and startups
go first. aws supports startups from their initial
foundation to pre-seed, seed- funding, market
entry and growth financing.

€ 185 million in the next three years
In 2016 the Austrian government managed to
contribute a €185m startup package for the
next three years that includes e.g. relief for in-
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Within the last 4 years aws Gründerfonds invested €55m as the leading Austrian co-investment Fund in Austrian startups of which €38m
were provided by our strong co-investors network. Last year, we were able to complete a
whole investment cycle in our portfolio: besides
funding numerous new portfolio companies
and joining follow-on investments we were able
to complete first successful exits. Since 2013
aws Gründerfonds has made investments up to
3m EUR each in 20 Austrian startups and took

part in more than 30 transactions. Our portfolio
includes digital and media startups, life science,
deep-tech and also hardware companies. Our
recent investments have been e.g Zizoo, endiio
or CMS. All these startups are characterized by
an extraordinary founder’s team, high scalability and strong growth potential with clear USPs.
Dynamic startups are innovation leaders and
the plants that need the support to grow. Those
companies are startups today but game chang-

ers of tomorrow –this is why we keep on working
hard for a successful and vital Austrian startup
scene. We want to see the plants bearing fruit.
Let’s go for it!
Ralf Kunzmann.
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Bigger, better, …?
An Angel’s Perspective
Guest article by Lukas Püspök, Partner PUSH Ventures, “Angel of the Year 2016” (AAIA)

Bigger!

Better!

My personal observation as a Business Angel and early stage investor is that in terms of
funding, 2016 has brought more deals and bigger deals for early stage companies. Funding
rounds of €500k+ are becoming more common
as more start-ups seek funding from business
angels and early stage venture funds alike. This
is needed to keep up with today´s even faster
moving market dynamics.

Both „sides“, start-ups and investors, have become more professional in the past year. On the
start-up side, pitch (deck) quality has definitely
gone up. Also, financing terms often have a more
sophisticated structure, tend to be based on international standards (thanks to specialized law
firms) and therefore reflect this trend towards a
higher level of professional excellence. A trend
that is being accelerated by well-established
Austrian institutional investors such as aws
Founders Fund and Speedinvest. Also, lessons
learnt from first exit processes or from failed/
delayed milestones add to the general experience and knowledge level of active investors.

In general, competition among Business Angels
in early first rounds has increased. For start-ups
with a charismatic founder (team), a clear vision and a bunch of good slides, funding seems
easier to get than ever before. Apart from a
well-developed system of public funding, money is also more widely available from individual investors - often successful entrepreneurs
themselves – than before. Ticket sizes here typically range from €25k to €100k.
When it comes to later stage funding, the story
is different. Although more and more VCs are
appearing on the scene (especially out of Berlin),
the ecosystem still has room for higher volume
funding rounds - Series A and later. Although
one must admit that it is part of the evolution/
selection process, that not everybody will reach
this stage and will get a funding.
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Whats next?
Some general behavioral and business trends I
think will continue to shape markets:
•

Instant access vs. ownership

•

Exceptional UX and frictionless customer
experiences (also in B2B-settings)

•

Digital solutions in all areas with special focus on (Cloud enabled B2B SaaS solutions, AI/Machine Learning, Globally active but regionally specialized marketplaces, EduTech
and digital health)

Photo by steve.haider.com

The Austrian start-up ecosystem is undoubtedly developing in many ways. To name a few: It is clearly
growing in size, the level of expertise amongst all stakeholders is increasing and along comes more
media and therefore public attention. On the other hand there is still a lot of room for improvement
for Austria to become a real start-up nation.

•

and of course a continued shift to alternative
energy solutions

My personal wishlist for 2017
Getting in touch with exceptional founders, who
solve real problems and need financial backing
to reach their next milestones. Setting up PUSH
Ventures as an outstanding Austrian VC together with Laurenz. Going on an extended roadtrip
with my family (3 months!). Further reducing my
carbon footprint. A carbon tax to increase the

pace of transition to renewable energy. World
peace. Vienna City marathon.
Being sure the Austrian start-up ecosystem will
continue to evolve, I am already excited to be
part of it in 2017 again!
Lukas Püspök.
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Funding Millionaires of 2016

Fundings of € 500.000+ in 2016

ᴥ Venture Fundings of € 1.000.000 or more into Austrian Startups in 2016 ᴥ

Bitmovin

ᴥ Venture Fundings of € 500.000 - € 999.999 into Austrian Startups in 2016 ᴥ

HQ

Amount
(€m)

Lead Investors

Found- Team European Global
ing Year Size Investors Investors

Klagenft.

10,0

Atomico

2013

35

yes

no

2008

15

yes

no

Sportvideos365.com

HQ

Amount
(€k)

Lead Investors

Found- Team European Global
ing Year Size Investors Investors

Amstetten

800

Müller Michael

2016

7

yes

no

Wien

700

Pioneers Ventures,
Telekom Austria

2016

11

yes

no

Miracor

Vienna

7,0

Peppermint, Earlybird, Biomed
Invest, AWS, Delta Partners SHS

USound

Graz

6,0

eQventure

2014

30

n/a

no

Vienna

5,5

Cherry Ventures,
Hoxton Ventures

2013

55

yes

no

cashpresso

Vienna

700

Speedinvest, Hansi Hansmann, Stefan Kalteis

2015

8

no

no

Graz

2,2

Up to Eleven

2014

15

yes

no

Firstbird

Vienna

650

Jobcloud AG

2013

20

yes

yes

WHATCHADO

Vienna

2,0+

Hilde Umdasch,
Nicole Ehrlich Adam

2012

55

no

no

Roomle

Linz

550

AWS Gründerfonds

2014

11

no

no

Anyline

Vienna

2,0+

Swarovski, Hauser

2013

20

yes

no

Greetzly

Berlin

500+

Speedinvest, Startup300

2014

10

yes

no

2014

20

yes

no

Discovering
Hands

Vienna

500+

Michael Altrichter

2015

n/a

no

no

rublys

Vienna

500+

Startup300

2013

13

no

no

Eversports

Vienna

500+

Marcel Beemsterboer

2013

32

yes

no

Dornbirn

500+

Speedstartstudio

2016

7

no

no

intellyo

Wien

500+

Bernhard Klemen

2016

16

no

no

TourRadar
Nuki Home Solutions

Parkbob

kiweno

Vienna

2,0+

Pro7Sat1 (Germany),
Dr. Johann Hansmann

Tractive

Pasching

2,0+

Harold Primat

2012

35

yes

no

OROUNDO

Vienna

1,0+

IMR Technology Group

2014

30

no

no

SCARLETRED

Vienna

1,0+

AWS

2014

8

no

no

CONDA

Vienna

1,0+

Hermann Hauser

2013

30

no

no

hokify

Vienna

1,0+

Karriere.at

2015

15

no

no

Kaahee

Vienna

500+

Dr. Hans Peter Haselsteiner, Michael Altrichter, Gerold Pankl

2009

6

no

no

Bikemap

Vienna

1,0+

Speedinvest

2014

8

yes

no

kompany

Vienna

500+

AC&Friends GmbH

2012

10

no

no

FragNebenan

Vienna

1,0+

UNIQA, AC & Friends, IRP Group

2015

6

yes

no

StoreMe GmbH

Vienna

500+

2016

9

yes

no

2011

15

no

no

Hansi Hansmann, Peter Koch,
Markus Ertler

zoomsquare

Vienna

500+

Hermann Hauser, Funke Digital, Allinvest

2013

11

yes

yes

goood

Vienna

500+

Goodshares, Martin Rohla

2016

7

yes

no

helloCash

Wieselburg

500+

Roderik van Kessenich, Peter
Schicho

2016

6

yes

no

WorkHeld

Vienna

500

n/a

2016

8

yes

no

Sarleinsbach, OÖ

500

OÖ HightechFonds

2009

11

yes

no

dynamic perspective

Vienna

1,0+

Johann Hansmann,
Fritz Spielauer

Cortical.io

Vienna

1,0+

n/a

2011

15

n/a

n/a

myClubs

Vienna

1,0+

4P Envest / Lukas Püspök,
Stefan Häckel, Omer Rehmann

2014

12

no

no

FLINK

Vienna

1,0+

n/a

2014

3

no

yes

CYPRUMED

Innsbk.

1,0

AWS, Westend-Innovation,
Dr. Jürg Meier

2015

2

yes

no

www.StartupReport.at

senseforce.io

Combeenation

www.StartupReport.at
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Fundings of € 250.000+ in 2016
ᴥ Venture Fundings of € 250.000 - € 499.999 into Austrian Startups in 2016 ᴥ

HQ

Amount
(€k)

Lead Investors

STIRTEC

Graz

410

eQventure GmbH

2013

10

no

no

Storyclash

Linz

400

Speedinvest

2015

8

no

no

Upsynth

Götzis

399

n/a

2011

3

no

no

byrd

Vienna

370

Pioneers V., H. Hauser, KK Incube

2016

yes

no

sanSirro GmbH

Lebring

350

n/a

2013

6

yes

no

contidio

Vienna

350

celianventures

2016

6

no

no

Locca

Vienna

350

FSF Beteiligungs GmbH

2013

5

yes

no

heroes.hr

vienna

350

Speedinvest, Hansmann

2016

4

yes

no

pwnwin GmbH

Mondsee

350

Altrichter; Martin Global,
startup300

2015

8

yes

no

eventDATA

Salzburg

306

Conda Crowd

2013

7

no

no

Clever contour

Leoben

300

Fa. Mensch und Management

2013

5

no

no

Gustav

Vienna

300

Pioneers Ventures

2016

8

no

no

moomoc

Vienna

300

n/a

2016

3

no

no

thesocialbet

Vienna

300

startup300, G.+R. Tauchner

2016

5

no

no

appers

Graz

250+

eQventure GmbH

2015

7

no

no

bissanzeiger

Linz

250+

G.A.Starhemberg, Oliver Sonnleithner, Klaus Hofbauer

2014

10

yes

no

techbold

Vienna

250+

Stefan Kalteis

2015

29

no

no

ready2order

Vienna

250+

Private UK Investor

2015

25

no

no

Robo Wunderkind

Vienna

250+

Arkley VC

2013

10

yes

no

Korneuburg

250+

private investors

2015

3

no

no

Graz

250+

Kickstarter

2016

5

yes

no

Record Bird

Vienna

250+

Niko Alm, startup300

2015

n/a

no

no

SchoolFox

Vienna

250+

2016

6

no

no

DealMatrix

Vienna

250+

Markus Ertler

2015

5

no

no

WOHNWAGON

Vienna

250+

InnoEnergy, CONDA

2013

10

yes

no

Inscouts

Vienna

250+

WWP Group, Hermann Futter

2015

5

yes

no

Freemotion

St. Martin

250

Hans-Peter Haselsteiner

2011

11

yes

no

netinsurer

Vienna

250

Bernhard Klemen

2014

6

no

no
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What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
Besides my answer to question 6 I also look at the
social fit with my main investors. If I don’t like being
and working with those people, then most likely it
won’t turn out as a successful partnership.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
There are more early-stage startups on a good
way to have more success in future because they
work with good quality and on international levels.
Still, it’s not many players, but more than in the
previous years. They can also act as role-models
for others in the coming years.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
More good entrepreneurs. Austria is loosing out
on potential because the percentage of smart people founding a company is very low on international levels. It’s like in sports, after quantity follows
quality.

Nuki Home Solutions
€ 2.200.000
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We ran one of the most successful Kickstarter
campaigns for hardware startups with >80% backers only out of DACH, which was our only area of
focus before the funding.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
I don’t see much difference opposed to not being funded. Regardless if it’s your own money or
somebody else’s, you should always strive to make
the most out of it.

the fundraising process?
Overselling at the beginning and then fail to hit the
promised traction. Brings you automatically in a
position where you have to explain yourself and
argue, why the valuation shouldn’t be lower.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Do a Google search and check out this sheet:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1neWbVEVm5nefBMw4xrx9eQLP4YTcfGf2OVulL0QrZRE/
edit
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Timing is essential. The longer you can afford
to wait during negotiations, the better are your
chances to make a good deal. This was one of my
earliest learnings when I started working with my
brother Jürgen at sms.at.

Go out to typical startup events (Austrian startups, local hubs in Linz, Graz,...) and talk to as many
people as possible. Ask for advice and introductions, the scene in Austria isn’t that big so you’ll
quite quickly come to the few main players.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Before you go out and look for funding have a clear
vision where you would like to take your company after having closed your next round and which
skills are essential to achieve this milestone. Then
go and look for an investor that can help you in
sharpening these critical skills. Money & shares are
second, success must be first.

Share this story:

Martin Pansy
CEO

At Nuki our mission is to make access controls smarter and physical keys irrelevant.

What is a big mistake a founder can make in
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much experience we can share.
As for strategic investors, I would only make a deal
if there is a very clear alignment and the startup
really needs the investor. Worst case would be to
have a strategic investor on board and a competitor (to the strategic investor) would like to buy your
company. Clear conflict of interest.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
What the investor can provide aside from money.
Network, Connections, Know-How, Support,...
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
More money for early stage available, through differnt venture funds and other organizations such
as startup300.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
More coverage of successful Austrian Startups in
Media.

Tractive
€ 2.000.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
The most important thing was to get a product in
the market as soon as possible to get first customers and customer feedback. Once the first revenue
comes in, you can start to optimize. Get the product out the door quickly was super important.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Tractive did not plan to raise funds, but a private
equity investor who used the product loved it so
much, that he wanted to invest. If the investor
would not have come with a tremendous network,
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we would have not taken the investment.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
We would have likely missed some contractual details, if it was not for our mentors and our great
lawyer Christof Strasser who helped dig through
the contract in detail. A lot of details could have
potentially critical at a later stage.

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Getting a product out early and get feedback early.
Done is better than perfect.

for investments (especially early stage) - Plenty of
opportunities.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
Build the product the customers want. Have a
product in the market. Show first revenues quickly.
You position in the negotiation is a lot better, if you
do not need money, so plan fundraising early.

What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

This really depends on the stage the startup is in. I
would always suggest to talk to startups that a little bigger, a little more experienced or recently got
funding. There is a lot of cash available in Austria

My tip is to initially start with an Angel Investor who
has experience in your field and can provide valuable insights, connections and support when you
need it. We never took VC money so there is not

Share this story:

Michael Hurnaus
CEO

Find the exact GPS location of you dog,
cat or other pet
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vestors, as raising further rounds (Series A, Series
B) will be difficult in Austria.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Firstly, the organizational structure: Angels are private wealthy individuals investing their own funds
in startups (e.g. instead of in the stock market or
properties); VCs are firms that set up funds consisting of other people’s money - they then diversify their investments through building up a large
portfolio of startup companies, strategic investors
are usually big corporations that invest in companies similar to their core business
Secondly, investment focus and ticket size: Angels usually focus on early-stage startups (seed
rounds, sometimes Series A together with other
Angels). Strategic investors usually come in at a
later stage of the company, often investing large
sums and taking a majority stake in the company.
The investment focus of VCs varies by fund, but is
usually indicated on their website.

kiweno
€ 2.000.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
Sold our first two products (nutrition and histamine test) to thousands of customers across the
DACH region and thus achieving product-market
fit.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
1) Outcome-oriented approach: you have to define
clear targets and experiment, fail, learn and adapt
fast. Perfectionism and rigidity are out of place
most of the times.
2) Data driven approach: founders need to make
sure they define, measure and act on the company’s most important KPIs. Usually more time and
effort for creating and presenting reports to (potential) investors has to be scheduled.
3) Being a manager as well as a leader: establishing
organizational structures and managing growth
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(team, markets, etc.) shouldn’t be underestimated,
as VC funding usually comes with increased pressure to achieve high growth very quickly. At the
same time the founding team needs to keep the
visionary spirit and the big picture in mind to take
decisions that help to achieve long-term goals.
4) Stubbornness: With investors having a big say
about your strategy, it is easy to get distracted by
their input, requests and expectations. Try to keep
focused and stay true to your idea, while filtering
out the relevant advice - because too many cooks
spoil the broth, even in business .
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
Firstly, never underestimate the time you need for
the fundraising process. Keep the due diligence
process as short as possible and by all means try
not to distance yourself too much from the daily
business at your company.
Secondly, appearing “needy” (in urgent need of
money) in investor talks - just like in dating, that is
never a good starting point ;-).

And finally, never degrade yourself: Yes, you are a
start up and yes, the VC has the money you need.
But keep in mind: the purpose of a VC is to invest
its money - and it is also competing with other investors for a seat in your company! The investor
needs to be a good fit for you as well - not just the
other way round.

And thirdly, the investment horizon and reason:
Angels and VCs that invest in earlier stages of the
company usually like to sell their shares in later
rounds or at an exit event, whereas strategic investors tend to view the investment as a long-term
opportunity that creates synergies with their core
business.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Get in touch with as many people as possible.
There is always someone who knows someone
who knows an investor that can make you an introduction and forward your slidedeck. Don’t make
the mistake to hide and don’t talk to anybody to
protect your idea.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
Network the hell out of it! Austria is small, so is the
startup and VC scene. Try to get an intro from other startups to their investors. Best to get a seed
investor with a great network of international in-

continues on next page...

Share this story:

Bianca Gfrei
CEO

kiweno empowers individual healthcare
by combining convenient at-home health
tests with easy-to-read online results
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...continued from previous page
Finding a suitable investor is like finding a matching
co-founder: you should have a common understanding of basic values. Be sure to only partner with an
investor that understands and respects the unique
characteristics of your business and shares your vision. It needs to be a match from both sides!
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
The startup scene became more authentic and real.
Founders - like all of us - have weaknesses and fail.
A lot! In 2016, the general public and the media have
become more aware that running a startup is not
always as glamorous as it appears. This takes away
the pressure from the founders to always portray
the shiny startup world and encourages people to
see the up- as well as the down-sides of starting and
managing your own company.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
We definitely need more female founders and managers. Even though there were many advances in the
corporate world, the tech & startup world is still primarily a boy’s club. It’s time to finally change that!
Also, focused support should be given to young entrepreneurs, because they see their undertaking often as an adventure and take more risks, thus creating products that are often more innovative (instead
of copying existing business models with lower risk).
The startup package offered by the government was
already a great first step. It would be great to have
more initiatives like this - especially with a focus on
later-stage startups, as they usually struggle to raise
Series A funding in Austria.
Startups could also benefit from simplifications in tax
accounting and government support for things like
non-wage labour costs.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever received as an entrepreneur?
Don’t be sorry for any mistakes you made, but never
make the same mistake twice! As an entrepreneur
you are doing things in new and different ways - so
mistakes are part of the game!

Conda
€ 1.000.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
Rollout of CONDA in five european countries, total amount of raised money over € 10mio. through
our platform
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Change ecosystems and existing business models,
heading for large, international market, being outstanding compared to competitors
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
focussing only on raising money, focus should be
on revenues and happy customers
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
go to meet-ups, meet founded which already
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raised money, follow AustrianStartups
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
building strong, personal relationships to potential
investors
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Angels: it is about relationships, VCs: it is about
numbers, strategic investor: it is about strategic fit
and relationships

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
more exits, more professional startup scene, more
serial entrepreneurs, better framework by public
authorities
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Customers first - at the end it is all about happy
customers!
Share this story:

What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
if the investor fits to our vision and can add something important (besides money) to our company
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
angel scene got more vital, substantial VC fund by
Speedinvest, crowdinvesting got more popular

Daniel Horak
Managing Partner
Marketing & Sales
Leading Crowdinvesting platform for
SWAG and CEE
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What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
Traction! As Austria is still more of a conservative
investment landscape, where investors prefer to
invest in startups with medium likelihood of success and medium potential to become the next big
thing (as opposed to highly risk-taking investment
landscapes where investors are attracted by startups with a high potential to become the next unicorn and probably a lower likelihood of success).
Therefore you have to prove your likelihood of success with traction - be it growth in revenue, clients,
users or any other relevant KPI.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

hokify
€ 1.000.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We managed to grow hokify to more than 10.000
users per month and some hundred companies
using our solution for finding suitable employees
- thereby we proved the functionality of our product. The funding was just the next step towards
becoming a dominant player in the HR market.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Founders must have a clear vision where they want
their company to be in a couple of years. If it turns
out, that this vision is only achievable at an acceptable pace with external funding, founders should
consider taking in venture funding. However, at
any time they should also be aware that funding is
not the goal, but just the means to achieve the vision. And finally, founders must be able to find the
right time and the right amount of venture funding
- which is actually needed to achieve the next step
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for their company. Personally, I would recommend
founders to accept a lot of risk here, and raise only
the minimum amount of venture capital, that is
needed to make it to the next milestone. Just having a lot of money in your company bank account,
does not make you a successful company - it is
more likely that you gave away to many shares for
your current stage and are not operating as efficient as you should be!
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Go out there and tell all the people about your
idea! Have you pitch ready at any time. And don’t
be too good to bring it up wherever you are. This is
not only true for finding investors, it is even more
true about finding the right co-founders! Once you
are in touch with some promising investors, show
off your capability by bringing your business forward (first clients, users, product improvements,
revenue, etc.)! This is the most convincing argument you can deliver!

Business Angels help you get started with your
company where you have little to show. They most
often invest because of the capabilities of your
founding team and they want to help you get your
business up and running. Many of them want to
support you with their personal experience as successful entrepreneur, businessperson or investor.
Strategic Investors want to invest in your company
because of a strategic fit between their own business and yours. Many times your product is complementary to what they are offering, or you develop a new technology in the field they are active in.
In this case it is particularly important to evaluate if
the strategic investor helps you achieve your next
milestones faster, or if your partner hinders you
in your development with tight personal strategic
agendas.
VCs invest in a phase where you have already (or
at least almost) successfully proven your business
model and you are ready to grow your company at
fast pace. Before thinking about an VC investment,
I would recommend you to make sure that you
have your company perfectly set up for growing
on a larger scale (for example customer service, IT
infrastructure, marketing funnels, etc.).
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
In both our investment rounds we placed the highest value on a personal fit between the founding
team and the investors. You can write down a lot
of rules in your investment agreement if you set

up a deal, however we believe that it works best if
both parties want to work together in achieving a
joint vision, without having to be reminded about
the rules laid out in the contract on a weekly basis.
And of course every investor should bring in new
skills, experience and network that can help you
grow your business faster!
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
I especially enjoy the greater public awareness
about startups in Austria. Be it in universities,
where the logical next step with a good business
degree is not only consulting anymore, but more
and more graduates follow their passion of starting their own company. Or be it political, where
slowly but steadily new initiatives are started to
support the Austrian startup ecosystem.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
In 2017 I hope that more of those above mentioned startup initiatives lead to real results and
improvements for entrepreneurs and investors in
Austria. In order to be able to compete with the
highly developed startup hubs in Europe (such as
Berlin, Stockholm or London) and overseas, a lot of
bureaucratic impediments have to be eliminated
(such as mandatory Wiener Zeitung publications
or high wage costs).
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Always know the real problems of your clients and
users in order to be able to develop a product that
makes their lives a little bit better everyday.

Share this story:

Karl Edlbauer
CMO

hokify is the first mobile solution for user-friendly job search and application on
mobile devices!
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touch with them?”
I don´t like all those shows etc. They are more for
publicity (which can be good as well). You should
network a lot, go to events, check out your surroundings. Talk to people in the branch that got
investments. Look across the boarders but chose
the people you commit to very wisely. Network is
everything, if you don’t do it, you loose.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
It is not about the country of origin. It is about idea
and vision. Investors invest mostly into you as a
founder. If they believe in you and this is your first
task, you will succeed. So many startups showed
already, that the country of origin is just a mark on
the map.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

OROUNDO Mobile
€ 1.000.000+

Well, there are those who want to maximise their
winnings and exit as soon as possible. There are
those who can give you way more input and include you a bit into their vision and ideas. I prefer
the angels a lot, because the relationship is much
closer and a pressure to exit is not that big. As a
founder you have to think about what you wish for:
Build up and sell fast or build up something big
and be a big player on the market. I chose latter.

honest, Austria is a hard place to be regarding
fundings etc. Everything is so complex and sometimes weird. People are in positions who never run
a startup on their own. How can they understand.
Smart and pushing people evolved the scene a lot
and they encouraged others to do so.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
More support, not only money wise. Also law support and support during the founding process is
very important. There are things out there, but it
is not enough. If you fail, everyone will know and
blame. In US, they do not really care because you
learned. Being a little less tradition would be a
good thing for Austria in general. We know that
there will be rough times coming up as other global players are killing more and more traditional
branches, take UBER or AMAZON. Everything will
change. We can watch it happen or fight for a place
and change.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Talk more to people who are better than you. You
do not know everything but there are people out
there who can teach you. Do not be stupid at use
them more as a brain pool to get better and transfer that knowledge within you team. (Mr. and Mrs.
Rimmer, Investors)

What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We found our first real partners in Austria and
Germany. We installed our solution and services
within their museums and the journey started. Our
first Beacon-partner was the Vienna Secession.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
You should never treat it as your money though.
You should use it strategically right and carefully to
let your business make own money with your idea
and vision. You should be very careful where and
in whom you are investing. Every decision is cru-
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cial and should bring you closer to your goal. Your
mindset should be clear (at least most of the time).
Try to be focused and never loose track. Talk to
people who are better then you on a daily bases.
Talk to your investors about vision and idea, make
them feel it.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
Raising too early
Raising too much or too little
Always think about shares and future raising
rounds
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in

It is the personal relationship and sympathy. Then
there is the field they are coming from. It is also the
goals they have with the investment. Those things
are very important to me and they should also be
to you. It is also important how much they interfere and want you to do their stuff, if so, it is the
wrong investor in my opinion. Never loose track
and passion about your idea. Many things can
change and be adapted but if you wanted to be nr.
1 in your area of business once, do not loose that
mindset - fight for it.

Share this story:

Patrick Tomelitsch
CEO

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
I think it is the many young and pushing people
who took the step. I met so many of them. To be

We create amazing cultural experiences
for Smartphone users.
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Angels will not only invest but help with their network, their knowledge and expertise. VCs have
deep pockets and enable you to fund rapid growth,
consider them if you need to scale up fast. Strategic investors help you get into the market by generating product sales, and provide a natural exit
option -- albeit at a capped valuation.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
Chemistry, expertise, contacts and realistic expectations of the what it takes to make your business
model successful.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
Austria, and particularly Vienna, is more and more
establishing itself in Europe as a major Start-up
hub. This was helped by two big exits (Runtastic
and Sphock), as well as the fund Speedinvest 2.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?

dynamic perspective
€ 1.000.000+

More goverment support (taxation and grants) to
reduce the effective 50% taxation. And goverment
incentives for risk-taking investors (like e.g. in the
UK). More risk taking and trust by investors in the
Austrian Start-up scene.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Team is everything -- don’t ever think you can go
it alone!

What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?

Think big, and embrace your business model on a
global scale. Scalability of your product’s USP is the
key to success, funding only a necessary means.

We needed to finish the product, get it out to customers, and start selling it successfully on a global
scale. As the sales pipe grew, so did the confidence
of our investors. Building up the Dynamic Perspective brand internationally, with name recognition
not only by the customer base but also the competition and large corporations worldwide -- who
keep approaching us for JVs -- helped tremendously.

What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?

What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
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Present your idea as the only key to success, e.g.
the believe that your brain child is so great that it
is a ‘self-starter’, everything else only a matter of
finance. It is actually very hard work to bring an ingenious idea to market and disrupt.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Start by calling everyone in your own network, they
may know someone who can help or invest. Build

out your network by getting help and contacts
from incubators. Get potential clients hooked on
your product or idea, they may know some potentially interested investors to fund it. And pitch,
pitch and pitch your idea at as many Start-up
events, business angel or investor gatherings and
Start-up shows as possible.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
Demonstrate your business models uniqueness
and scalability, backed by your first successes in
product sales and global brand awareness.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

Share this story:

Peter Morawitz
CEO

Ultra Light Gyrostabilised Camera Systems & UAVs/Drones
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Strategic Investors are typically large corporations
who have outgrown their innovation capabilities.
Their motivation usually aligns well with the one of
founders. They should all be driven by the desire
to survive, although they often have more shortterm objectives.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
Am I understood? Am I believed? Am I trusted?
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
There is a community building up. A community
always ends up building a cultural identity. Austria
should not (just) adopt a (US-)startup-culture, but
should evolve its own, this will make it easier for
the big, established, often more conservative, local players to come on board the ecosystem. And
without the big players no ecosystem will survive,
they are the top of every startup-foodchain.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?

cortical.io
€ 1.000.000+

More big players getting seriously involved, creating real opportunities.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?

What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?

Milestone): External (venture) influence becomes
too big and the startup will tend to converge into
mainstream.

Go beyond the national perimeter. This is pure statistics: There are more investors outside of Austria
than inside.

We built a functioning prototype of our technology. Start by building the product not the company.

2) Get too much money: Setting the level for success too high obliges to steeply grow the organisation with all the consequential risks.

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

3) Try to match successful pitches: If your pitch is
not unique, your company won’t be either.

Angels are entrepreneurs who like the thrill of
building something that works. They often have
been successful and want to “scale” their entrepreneurial identity by enabling peers. They are emotionally driven.

What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Either build “a” company while being flexible or
build “your” company while being stubborn. In the
first case you have to be some sort of genius in the
second you become one.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
1) Get money too early (before having achieved any
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What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Find someone who knows investors and try to get
introduced.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

VCs want a high return on invested money. Their
goal will therefore be a profitable exit. This is usually more aligned with an entrepreneur who builds
“a” company than one building “his” company. They
are financially driven.

“A warrior must focus his attention on the link between himself and his death . . .. He must let each
of his acts be his last battle on earth. Only under
those conditions will his acts have their rightful
power.”
― Carlos Castaneda, Journey to Ixtlan

Share this story:

Francisco Webber
General Manager

Natural Language Understanding (NLU)
solutions based on proprietary
Semantic Folding technology
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can gain a significant head start. Building our business organically would mean losing out on market
opportunities or facing additional competition and
an uphill battle. Venture funding can provide the
necessary leverage when you have figured out
scalable sales channels through which you can efficiently translate financial resources into growth.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
I have seen a number of startups giving away too
much equity at very early stages and low valuations which makes it very hard to attract investors
later on. I suggest that founders should aim at
keeping their majority stake at least through the
seed stages of their startup.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Network and pitch at every opportunity! There are
plenty of ways in Austria to get on stage - startup events, angel networks or incubator programs
are good options. I’d also suggest getting in touch
with other founders and asking for their feedback
and introductions. Don’t hire anyone to solicit your
startup to investors - that is just super lame. Unless you raise a Series C of course..
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

myClubs
€ 1.000.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?

What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?

We managed to show first proof-of-market with
double digit monthly growth rates in our Austrian
home market and managed a successful roll-out
to Switzerland.

Closing financing rounds is not an end in itself, but
building a real growth case usually requires significant amounts of outside capital. In the sports aggregator business the first mover in a new country
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your investors?
In the early stages of myClubs I have found it beneficial to work with business angels who have an
understanding of our industry or can provide
useful leverage through their network. In our last
round the focus shifted to investors who can give
us strategic advice and bridge the gap to international VCs.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
Startups have finally arrived on the political agenda. It’s nice to see the first policy steps for a more
startup friendly business environment. Unfortunately, there is still a long way to go..
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
It would be great to see more Austrian venture
funding. We still have a substantial lack of investors for rounds over 2 million EUR.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever received as an entrepreneur?
Don’t sell yourself short. It is your startup and you
should try to get as much funding as you can for
your equity. Investors like to see big aspirations if
you are onto something. I think Frank of mySugr
nudged me into this mindset.

Based on my experience, later stage investors
want to see substantial traction and a clear growth
path into a market of relevant size. That means you
need to have your product and your sales channels figured out to a certain level. Entrepreneurial
enthusiasm and a first prototype won’t cut it anymore.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Don’t worry about VCs and strategic investors you will learn what you need to know along the
way. Find an experienced business angel and work
with him to close the deal without discussing every
detail with your entire (soon to be) board - so you
can get back to developing asap.
What aspects did you look at when choosing

Share this story:

Tobias Homberger
CEO

myClubs provides digital access to the
best gyms and fitness classes in Austria
and Switzerland.
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or business angels are not as hard to get in touch
with...
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
I don’t think there is one “secret of success”. As everywhere the full set-up needs to fit, you need to
have the right product or idea, the right team and
you need to know the right people.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Angels usually invest smaller tickets than VCs. They
invest in earlier stages, VCs often require proof of
concept, i.e. initial revenues are obtained. A VC investment is more instituionalized, i.e. a VC aften
requires a board seat, whereas an angel investor
might act more as an mentor and advisor. Angels
invest their own personal funds whereas VCs are
funded by multiple individuals, institutions, companies, so they invest other people’s money which
natruallay has an impact on their interaction with
the startup.

cashpresso
€ 700.000
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
Most importantly for our online lending business
the cooperation with our bank partner. But also,
not to undervalue, gather the right team (co-founders, employees, advisors)
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Well it is a give-and-take, meaning a founder, for
sure, needs to be willing to compromise to a certain extent. A VC might require a board seat, regular board meetings, monthly reporting and, dependent on the VC’s stake in the company, a VC
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might exert influence on the company and the
founder’s decisions.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
1) Not knowing your numbers, you have to do your
homework before talking to investors 2) Not being
authentic, don’t make things up, be realistic 3) Not
having a professional pitch deck, that also includes
formatting and layout.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
There are several events in Austria, especially in
Vienna where you can easily get in touch with other founders or investors. Most start-up investors

Strategic investors, of course, are very different to
the aforementioned. A strategic investment might
well have multiple impacts on a startup. On the
one hand strategic investors bring many advantages, e.g. a strategic investor might be less price
sensitive, the startup can benefit especially from
an operational and market knowledge perspective, but on the other side of the coin has to be taken into account, e.g. a strategic investor might be
more sensitive to pivoting, there is a risk of change
in strategy on the side of the investor which might
put resources and funds at risk or a potential exit
might be more difficult for the startup.
In general every startup needs to find its perfect
match, there is no rule-of-thumb of who would
be the best investor for a founder. Have personal meetings, talk to as many potential investors as
possible and you will find the best match!
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
It is not only about the money, it is also about the
personal and strategic fit of the investor. An investor can act as a mentor, can support with his experience, can introduce you to the right people, can

help you recruit, etc.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
I think with more and more promising startups in
Austria, people learn to understand that you don’t
have to be in Berlin, London, etc. to successfully
establish a startup. The ecosystem (investors, associations, mentors, advisors, workforce, events,
etc.) in Austria is improving and people tend to
be more postive about the future of the Austrian
startup scene. Importantly there seems to be political commitment to support innovative entrepreneurs.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
During 2016 we could see certain positive steps by
the Austrian authorities, e.g. Chancellor Christian
Kern’s apperance at the Pioneers Festival and the
coming along with it the commitment to strengthen Austria as a place to founc a company. This
trend should go on in 2017 as well.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Sometimes you just have to trust your gut feeling...

Share this story:

Daniel Strieder
CEO

online overdraft not tied to a certain
bank account
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stop lamenting
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
trust yourself and open your eyes and ears

Roomle
€ 550.000
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
A nice user growth rate was quiet important.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Courage and a focus to a growth model which you
cannot reach without venture capital
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
being late is probably what happens very often.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
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“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”

What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

Try to visit start up events, conferences and friends
who already have some contacts. If you write some
cold email, check out google for a nice how to ;)

Whats their track record, are they professional and
polite, is it a good team fit and very important - can
they help me beside money

What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?

hm - don’t know

Nice big startups had success the last 2-3 years
- and that is a very positive situation for all new
startups. And there is a vital field of new potential startups and investors, both parts are growing
which is nice to see.

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Angels are very focused on people, VCs too but
they need a strong business model. For strategic
investors people and strategic fit is the key

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?

Share this story:

Albert Ortig
CEO

A mixed reality platform for the furniture
industry
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government
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Make a vesting plan, do not give away the CEO title
if there is no clear need, take care of your team

zoomsquare
€ 500.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?

What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”

Expansion into Germany

Go pitching, build something cool, go out of the
building!

What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Think long-term, think big, act small and carefully,
nevertheless
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
Not being consistent, not being a partner, act like
a fool
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What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
Getting momentum
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Find an angel first unless you have a ready product, but talk to all of them to get feedback - do not
do just what others say, do what you feel is right af-

ter getting a lot of information and feedback from
the best
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
Cultural fit, network, opportunities & impact, terms

Share this story:

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
A lot of startups have been coming I don’t know
anymore
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
More profession in young startups, legal improvements for founders, facilitation for angels from the

Andreas Langegger
CEO

zoomsquare lets seekers find homes
faster and helps sellers to get leads from
social media and other channels
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What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
Less words and more action
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
It is extremely important to write down your goals
and you intermediate succeses. It will help you to
survive hard times, and they will come...

StoreMe
€ 500.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We built a prototype within a very short time period and also had our first paying customers before our first investment. Furthermore we won the
Pitching Days event in Tel Aviv, which helped us a
lot to gain media coverage.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
In my opinion speed is a very powerfull tool to buid
a startup. So if you want to grow fast there is no
way around raising capital for equity. But it is necessary to be conscious of the fact that there will be
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more voices than only those of the founders team.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
Sending the pitch deck to every Business Angel &
VC without getting in touch with them before.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
If you don´t know any investors you have to get to
know some of them. Going to various startup and
business events is a good way to solve this issue.
Don´t be shy!
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

What are differences a first-time founder must understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic Investors?
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

Share this story:

It is a people´s business. Besides a strategic fit
there has to be a good match from the personal
point of view.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
It is great to see that the subject of startups has
now become so popular. For sure there are some
negative issues on that, but it is very important
that the majority of the society perceives the importance of young entrepreneurs.

Johannes Braith
CEO

StoreMe is a storage platform running
their own smart selfstorages.
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FLINK
€ 1.000.000+

What milestone did you achieve with your startup
BEFORE the most recent funding, that really enabled you to raise the money?
FLINK was founded roughly two years prior to the
recent funding. We have had several test trials and
initially launched the FLINK Local Hotspot in 2014 for
incoming travellers to Austria.

Kaahée
€ 500.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
Listing in Austrian food retail
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
Crowd Investing
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
Stronger incentives to make start-up investments.

What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?

If you fall, keep walking, don’t stop.

Julian Juen
CEO

Be outstanding
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What is a big mistake a founder can make in the
fundraising process?
Looking only for pure financial investors, in contrast
to financial and strategic investors combined.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you: “I
don’t know any investors - how do I get in touch
with them?”
Broaden your horizon, think outside the box and
check and re-check your contacts - It’s a small world! What is one “secret of success” for getting venture
funding as an Austrian startup?

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

Share this story:

Get the support of people who know investors

What value-added can they provide.

Two german sayings: “Durchbeißen!” and “Augen
zu und durch”

Don’t think you have to act like a Silicon Valley startup!

Hide any information.

What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?

Plan the segmentation of the company as soon as
possible and try to clarify the roles of each party involved as soon as possible.

Being innovative & hard working

What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

More solidarity and fight for political point of view.

What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he wants
to build a company WITH venture funding?

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?

What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”

startup scene in 2017?

Kaahée - the Feel-Better Drink

Angels mostly help, VCs often only invest and Strategic Investors hopefully do both as well as offer their
contacts.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
More confidence to take a stance in the international
startup scene.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian

Share this story:

Marc Melich
CEO

Rentable and purchasable international
WiFi hotspots for travellers
in 100+ countries
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opment of the company and the product besides
bringing equity? Can we build a productive board
around our investors, where difficult decisions can
be made and the company and the management
can grow with?
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
It has reached a broader stage, where corporations and even the government started to realize
the potential and actively contributed in building
the ecosystem.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Respect your limits and go to holiday before burnout! (a good friend of mine)

senseforce.io
€ 500.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
Clearly our TEAM! We could manage to setup a
commited, qualified team before having the funds
to employ them. In any case people are a key argument to convince investors of your vision.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
One has to understand the dynamics of venture
capital business and has to learn to handle different stakes, if you for example are looking on a
product from a financial vs. a strategic perspective.
In the bottom line it´s more or less about aligning
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interests and keeping your company vision as clear
as possible for all shareholders.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
not bringing investors into a competitive situation
for a ticket.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Get to know, which investors would fit to your company - maybe analyze, who is invested in your competition. Then try to get introduced.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
All three categories have different investment motifs and therefore maybe different expectations. It
could be possible, that on day X the Angel wants to
be more involved in daily business, the VC want´s
to sell the whole company and the strategic investor want´s to spin-in the company because he is
afraid of the product disrupting his key market.
Tip: Know the goals of your investors, but more important know what this means to your company.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

Share this story:

Ronald Rigo
CEO

senseforce empowers companies to build
their industrial internet of things

How does the investor contribute to the devel-
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want somebody to be kind of a mentor or if you
prefer only the money. I got that a lot from people
when we were searching and it is really true. You
have to get along and you need to have the same
goals.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
When looking for new investors it was very important for us that they add some new value to us and
the company. We really like the ideas and inputs
we gain when we interact with our investors. Also
important is a good connection and the same idea
of working. For us it was important that we still can
make our own decisions and act independently in
the daily business.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
I think it is very trendy to be or to own a startup.
The media is full of startups and all the ideas behind it. Also politicians seem to engage more into
startups. I really like that, because the future is
shaped by startups.

helloCash
€ 500.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We were able to launch the product in Austria and
gain more then 15.000 costumer with our Software Solution. We prooved that as an starter in
this business, we were able to get to be the market
leader in online cash register software solutions
within one year.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
He or she should be willing to take some risks. If
you depend on venture funding or you want to expand your business with it, it is sometimes due to
the lack of revenue in the first phases of the busi-
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What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
I would like to see all the promises to be executed
by the politicians. Also I would love (not only for the
startup scene) to have a better failure culture in
Austria but this will definitly take more than 1 year!

ness. So this part is sometimes a little bit tricky
and you need to have the strength to overdure it.

for the startup scene and competitions (like start
up awards) that can help.

What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?

What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

I would say to stop networking after a fundraising
round. You got maybe some money to run your
business for quite some time, but there will be other times as well and you would want to be ready
for that.

I don’t think that there is a secret. It is like everything else in life - a lot of time and work to get to
know the right people and to know all the important data to impress an investor.

What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Networking – networking – networking of course!
For us it was really helpful to have media talk about
your business. Then there are networking events

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
There are the most obvious differences like if you
get money or advise but from my point of view every connection is unique. Every founder should ask
him or herself what is important for them. If you

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Done is better then perfect - it was said by Mark
Zuckerberg and is constantly repeated by my business partner Laurenz Gröbner.
Share this story:

Anna Zalesak
General Manager

Online Cash Register Software, which
fulfills all legal requirements in Austria.
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trian startup scene in 2017?
I think the Austrian Startup Scene is going the right
way. Lets just keep going and dream big.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Just do it! - Everyone in the Austrian Startup Scene

WorkHeld
€ 500.000
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We developed an individual solution that was used
internationally by our customer
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Should be prepared to solve multiple problems all
by himself. Survive without being funded, because
it will take longer than expected.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
Working with the wrong people, Choosing the
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wrong investor.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Apply for startup events and tell people that you
are looking for investment. Dont be shy.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
Being a confident, trustworthy person.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Which one is right for you depends on the stage

your startup is currently. Always trust your gut
feeling. If you feel like there is nor personal fit, it
won’t work.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
Try to find investors that are you used to doing
investments to avoid wrong expectations. Always
go with the ones that will help your business the
most. Regardless of the valuation you get.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
I really like how Austrian Startups are helping each
other.

Share this story:

Benjamin Schwärzler
CEO

Tabletbased Cloud Solution for industrial
service technicians and field engineers

What change would you like to see in the Aus-
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until you need certain decisions (deadlines).
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
There are multiple things a first time founder can
do:
1) Check your personal network whether you have
“second degree” connections to investors i.e. do
you know people who can introduce you to certain
investors. Linkedin and Xing can be quite helpful
there
2) Participate in Pitch-Events. There will always be
investors in the crowd and jury which gives you
an opportunity to present your idea on stage or
during the networking afterwards
3) Join one of the many startup related meetups,
drinks, festivals. Chances are you will find a lot of
interested investors there.

byrd
€ 370.000
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
Complete the core team. We had a business model, a working prototype, and a vision. However,
being an execution driven start-up we needed to
stack up our core team to have a well balanced
and effective group of people. We may would have
been to get funding with the original team but the
execution would have not been able to reach our
targets as quickly.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Typically venture funding implies a desire for quick
growth, which makes sense because VC Funds
normally need returns on their investments within
3-10 years. Therefore their goal has to be building a
company as quickly as possible and sell their share
or the entire company. For the founder this means
that he has to deliver to these expectations.
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4) Look for specific individuals or funds and just
send them your pitch deck. Many of them will reply
relatively quickly. If not, make sure you follow up!
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture
funding as an Austrian startup?
So any founder who is seeking for venture has to
realise that the money comes with certain expectations, which normally imply a high stress level
for the founders. Taking on money means that you
become accountable for what is happening with it
and you will have someone to report your results
to (more or less frequently).
In a nutshell, founders who seek venture funding
should be ambitious to grow a (sustainable) company, hard working, stress resistant and willing to
work with the investors.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
Focus too much on the product. Yes, your product is important, however, early stage investors will
focus on the founders team much more then the
product. The individual CVs and the teams compositions will give them a more reliable prediction
then the idea itself. If you have product, business
model and business model that investors can easily understand, then make sure you are selling the

team and why you are the ones to make this idea
happen.
Speaking to the wrong people. Your product will
be relevant to a certain industry, so make sure
you speak to investors that have a relevant background. First, you should be aiming for smart money anyway (so an investor that is able to help you
beyond the money he invests). Second, it will be
easier to communicate your idea and value proposition with investors who know what you are
talking about. Thus, it is more likely that they invest
in your business (or give you relevant feedback)
Being impatient. Fundraising can take anywhere
between 3-12 months, and usually around 6
months. Founders need to be aware that this is
not happening overnight and put themselves in a
position where they don’t get under time pressure
too quickly. If your potential investor thinks you are
under time pressure, that puts you in a very bad
negotiation position. You can prevent that by starting early enough and communicate a clear timeline

There is no secret for success that applies particularly for Austrian startups. It is certainly the case,
that investors are different in Europe compared
to the US. Generally speaking, Europe is slightly
more conservative when it comes to investing. This
means for founders that you need a clear vision for
your start-up but also some data to back it up. This
can be sales figures, market research, good founder CVs and ideally all of them together.
continues on next page...
Share this story:

Alexander Leichter
CEO

byrd makes shipping simple & easy. They
pickup, package, and ship your items for
the lowest fare.
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...continued from previous page

your investors?

Therefore it can be quite helpful to bootstrap your
idea until you have first signs of traction. Fortunately
there are many incubators, co-working-spaces etc.
around that help you getting your business off the
ground before you speak to investors.

Do I like them? When you get an investor on board
you will work side-by-side for a long time and it won’t
always be pleasant meetings. If you don’t get along
with your investor, that relationship will not last.
I don’t think you have to be friends with them, but
you certainly need to feel comfortable working with
them on a personal and professional level

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Generally speaking, there is a certain timeline when
you approach different kind of investors. Typically
you start with Angel investors and speak to VCs and
later down the road. Angels and VCs can both be
strategic investors.
Angel investors are private individuals who invest in
start-ups, choosing the right Angel can make a huge
difference. There are Angel Investors who invest professionally and are frequently involved in multiple
start-ups. This means that they have a great deal of
experience and a network which they can bring into
the company. Also, there are Angels that have a specific industry background which might be relevant
for you. The right Angel can open doors for you that
would have stayed unlocked otherwise.
VCs are typically companies, which pool capital of
multiple investors in their VC fund. They usually invest their fund over a period of 3-5 year and promise
their investors a multiple of their capital investment.
This means that they in return have to invest in companies that have the potential to multiply in value
over this period of time. It is important to note that
there are many different types of VCs investing in
different stages, industries, geographics. When looking for an VC you should always take into account
whether you would be a good fit for their portfolio
and how you could benefit from them beyond the
financial benefit.
Broadly speaking strategic investors are investors
which add know-how, skills, network on top of their
investors and thus increase the chance of a follow up
investment and success. Depending on your position
anyone can be a strategic investor, but most likely
angels, VCs, corporates. It is important to understand that the strategic investment can be strategic
for both parties. Sometimes it locks the start-up in a
certain path because the strategic partner prevents
other strategic partnerships at a later stage.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
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What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
The public awareness for the entire start-up scene
has surged massively in Austria in 2016. This was
manifested in the newly elected Austrian prime minister Christian Kern making is first official appearance at the Pioneers festival and later pushing for a
legislation which spares startup costs for their first
employees.
The hype was also fuelled by TV-Shows such as 2min2mio and recent cucessful exits of Austrian startups.
Furthermore, many companies have jumped on the
train as well and introduced corporate start-up projects to support the ecosystem. Overall a very positiv
year for the Austrian Start-up scene.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
Since there has been a real hype around startups
in 2016 I would love to see that momentum convert
into real sustainable growth of the Austrian startup
scene. It takes a lot of collective effort to grow this
complex and dynamic ecosystem.
I believe that Austria needs many more founders
who are willing to take that first leap of faith and start
something, people whi actually try this idea they had.
The Austrian scene has done a great job in building
infrastructure to support those ambitions from a
very early stage. It is now up to the potential founders to take advantage of what is being offered. Otherwise the supply for support is going to disappear
in the long run, compromising the progress that has
been made in recent years
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever received as an entrepreneur?
You don’t want to build a company by yourself, find
some cofounders you can share the ups and downs
with.

CYPRUMED
€ 1.000.000
What milestone did you achieve with your startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that really
enabled you to raise the money?
Filing of a first patent. Development of a prototype.
Generation of promising preclinical data.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in the
fundraising process?

your investors?
Most important to me was their network and knowhow in the specific field.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
I would like to see more success stories.

Not reading the fine print of the contracts
What is your tip to a founder who asks you: “I
don’t know any investors - how do I get in touch
with them?”
Participate in business plan competitions.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Start with Angels and learn befor you consider VCs.
What aspects did you look at when choosing

Share this story:

Florian Föger
CEO

CYPRUMED is a Pharma Startup developing an oral peptide and protein delivery
technology.
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Sportvideos365.com
€ 800.000
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?

Find the right people and try to met them in person - everyone will give you 10 minutes of his time
- thats our experience - don´t be shy

more than 50 million videoviews

What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
power of endurance
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
overestimation of one’s own capabilities
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
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network & confidence
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
For the first steps we would recommend angels
you trust or strategic Investors with benefits for
both sides
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

First of all you need a basic for discussion because
you will a have a lot of it
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
there is a lot of help from gouverment ...every start
up should use this

Share this story:

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
more risk on investment side
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
show it - don´t tell it / talk - don´t write

Sini Zobic
Head of Sales

Video liveticker solution for sportsclubs
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posts. There is too much bling bling now.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Money from Sales is 10 times more valuable as
money from Investors

intellyo
€ 500.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
Getting Clients
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Grow Fast, understand your Numbers
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
To do not understand the terms of contracts
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
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touch with them?”

use you.

Talk to people who know and ask them for help
to get your startup fit for investors - and then ask
them for intros

What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

Ask them about their vision of your startup and if
it matches. Getting an investor is like a marriage
contract.

The Business Angel Day is fantastic, and otherwise
do it through intros

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

That the Politicans start to respect startups and
work for it.

An Angel gives you money and helps you build it, a
VC gives you money and demands you grow it and
an Strategic investor gives you money and want to

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
Not so much instagram pictures, more medium

Share this story:

Christoph Richter
CMO

Purpose driven online magazines
for big brands
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What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
Does the investor care about the idea or only
wants to get out a higher financial return. We only
selected those who support the idea fully as they
will help you also with valid inputs and contacts on
your way to reach your vision.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
The different start-up communities are strongly
supporting each other and are internationally better connected.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
Less complicated funding programmes for startups and faster processes to set up a company.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Not every customer will buy your product, not every investor will invest in your company, but there
are enough out there which will do so and are happy that you invest all this effort. So never give up.

goood
€ 500.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
Setting up a great team of experts from different
areas to analyse in depth different ideas. As an
outcome preparing a high-level business plan for
investors to understand the key drivers.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
A strong believe in the vision, being able to convince others for their idea and have a good feeling
for the numbers.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
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- Starting too early without a prototype as proof.
- Ask for too much at an early stage - Only ask for
the needed money for the next investment series
and not for the whole business plan- Pitching will be much more efficient if you target
the right type of investor at the right time.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
- Look at investors who supported similar products as they understand your business model
more than others who are not at all familiar with it.
- Ask for help from a business angle who is well
connected. In our case Mr. Rohla and Mr. Schiff are

well connected and supported us strongly to get in
touch with the right investors.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
other: Get media coverage and use crowdfunding
platforms (in our case Green Rocket was a great
supporter). They will help you to reach other investors with your message.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Strategic Investors would most probably invest at
a later stage when the product is on the market.
Angels and VCs support in earlier stage.

Share this story:

Georg Woschnagg
CFO

goood is an international social business
start-up which is changing traditional
business models for the goood of society
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most investors do not. Because most investors are
active in just certain sectors. So ask your investor,
what value he can add to your company beside his
money. Ask him, why you should pick him, instead
of other investors.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
Austria already had a great environment for research and development. Many companies developed great solutions in Austria. But they dried out
in bringing them to the market. In 2016 however
the conditions for startups to bring them to the
market got improved by governmental regulations.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?

Combeenation
€ 500.000
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We showed significant traction with our product
in several different industries. So we demonstrated that our system is having the power to disrupt
e-commerce in general.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
Having done your homework is essential. So you
need to know the disruptive power and benefits of
your product or service for your target group. It’s
not enough to be a little bit better than the rest.
Make sure, that your solution is way better than
anything on the market. Then be focused, work
hard and be persistent to follow your goal!
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
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A mistake is to think, that raising funds is the goal.
Keep your mission in mind, and be addictive to its
goals. The goal always needs to be the benefit for
the customer. Raising funds is only an enabler or
an accelerator to get there.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Grow your network! Talk to as many people as
possible. Tell them about your awesome product
or service! If your product is really attractive, your
network can make your introductions. With most
VCs the intros by key persons they trust are the
only way to get in touch with.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
The biggest of them all is definitely “endurance”!
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic

Investors?
Angels are a great resource for getting your startup straightened out. They are business professionals who can help you run your business and
make it grow. They usually invest relatively little
money. VCs on the other side are professional investors, who give a significant amount of money
and visibility. They carry you through the press and
also add their networks, which can be even more
important than their money. And with every funding round they increase the valuation of your company, because one day they will sell their shares as
high valued as possible; they are exit driven. The
strategic investors, however, are mostly interested
in your company, team, and product. They invest
to add your value to their business. They intent to
stay long term.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
An investor needs to fit your company. Usually

I would like to see more public respect for every
startup founder in today’s society. These people
leave their comfort zone they have as an employees, which are very protected in Austria. People
making that step, usually have a very hard time
ahead. Much working hours, way less time for their
families, poor salary and very poor financial securities. They live for their dreams and missions, and
the majority will fail! Because even if they do everything right, there is still a big chance to fail. So both
groups of founders, the ones that succeed and the
ones that fail, deserve our full respect. These are
the guys who renew our economy and shape our
future.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Gather the best people for your mission - you will
need them!

Share this story:

Klaus Pilsl
CEO

Combeenation is the online interaction
tool to let users customize products in
web shops
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What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
Politicians are finally realizing they have to support
startups more if they want to make Austria a great
place to be as a startup.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
Less burocracy. More female people founding or
simply joining a startup, it would make it more colorful.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Don’t try too many things at once. Do the right
thing and do it good.

Timeular
€ 250.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We’ve sold 100 beta devices to 100 people in 15
countries at 2 times the cost of the final product.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?

- Saying there is no competition. There always is
kind of a competitor.
- Starting too late.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”

Thinking big

Google your target investors, go to startup events
and find them. And if you can’t find them, find
someone who knows him/her.

What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?

What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

- Don’t knowing who the customers are and how
to reach them.

Having a great team who wants to solve a problem
together.
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What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Know what you really need. Is it a few money? =>
Go to an Angel. Is it few money short-term but a
lot long-term? => Go to a VC. Is it access to a network? => it depends if an Angel, a VC or a strategic
investor is better. Is it hands-on support? => again,
it depends. So the core still is, look what you really
need and find the one that can give you this and
most probably it will not be only money.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
Portfolio companies and opinions; the brand; what
drives the investor?

Share this story:

Manuel Bruschi
CEO

We’ve created the first device that makes
time tracking instant, fun and accurate.
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level. At the very beginning it might not be easy to
be so selective but it will pay out on a long range.
And our decision for the first investors was of one
voice within the founder’s team. This was very important in terms of teaming.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
From our perspective there developed a lot of
respectable startups in Austria. But if we can see
them today a lot must have happened within the
last years. This should give a better reputation in
terms of international development and staffing as
an Austrian startup. As most startups in Austria
are targeted on an international / global level, this
can help.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?

moomoc
€ 300.000
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We developed various mathematical stock trading systems and provided them to first clients via
a swiss wealth management partner. The crucial
point was the prove of concept: our systems really worked out well and the knowledge of so many
years of trading experience for private wealth
management could be transformed into scalable
trading systems for a wide range of end customers.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
I think you have to understand the different perspectives and goals of founder and investor in
some fields. You have to be open to accept investors feedback and to be willing to bring these
different perspectives together without giving up
your concept.
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There is still room for improvement if you have a
look at the circumstances for founders. Universities and FH’s should improve their educational
concepts if it is about entrepreneurs and founders. Maybe the scene could try to give something
back into the educational institutions and to waken the desire for building up companies instead of
still preferring corporate careers (Will AND Skill).
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
Beeing arrogant and stubborn about your business. It’s not easy to keep the balance between
being 100% convinced and being over motivated.
And you shouldn’t bend reality and stick to a realistic estimation of your business potentials. If not,
it will get back at some point.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
And if it’s not easy for some people: get out of your
office, get to know potential partners and communicate. Think about “hidden” investors in form of
suppliers and friends and family. If you really believe in your idea, give them a change to participate
and support at the same time.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
I think networking is a buzz word but nevertheless

a key factor even more in Austria.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
I think you have to be aware of the different goals
of different investors. It’s relatively easy to distinguish between the goals of Angels, VCs and Strategic Investors: whereas Angels are investing in companies instead of other alternatives VCs are mostly
more exit focused a Strategic Investor can bring
you benefits in integration. But this is black white
to be honest. Ask them about their goals and expectations. And ask once or twice more than you
usually would.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
We were looking for personal fitting. We would
never have accepted an investor we did not like.
This might sound naive but it was a crucial aspect
that we and our investors fitted well on a personal

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Never act on the assumption, that other people
think and act like you do. “If you want to reach your
goals together with other’s, treat them like... they
want to be treated.” (a good friend and entrepreneur).

Share this story:

Thomas Vittner
Director

Stock trading expertise for professional
traders and end customers as well
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kompany
€ 500.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We expanded our KYC & AML product portfolio to
address the growing needs for globally operating
corporate & enterprise customers.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
A founder has to have an open mind to operating
under higher calculated risk and be open to working outside of his or her comfort zone every day.
Accelerated growth only comes through accelerated execution.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
Not starting the fundraising process early enough.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”

Tips would be to be prepared to tell your story any
time of the day and you will gain credibility.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
We are entering the first regtech phase of the automation cycle of KYC & AML solutions on a global
level, driven by new EU and US regulation. We are
part of a still small group of startups with a global
ambition who are driving this phase. As such, it is
important to have (and we have some of the best)
investors who understand that we are in unchartered waters, which in turn means decisions need
to often be taken short-term with mid-term effects.
This is only possible with an group of investors that
can support us to maintain speed, even when it gets
bumpy.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
The Business Angel network is becoming stronger
and stronger every year, also fuelled by several
high-profile exits. These exists show that Austrian
companies can play on a international level and succeed.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
The government is taking positive steps to supports
the Austrian startup scene but should take bigger
steps (tax incentives).

Prepare early and attend business angel meet-ups,
try to do your homework through linkedin, reading
startup news and asking a founder directly if they
can provide an intro. Asking never hurts.

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
A first time founder will learn that Angels will help
you get off the ground, the first VC termsheet is
usually not what was expected and that strategic
investors will take 5x as long to decide as expected
while they learn from you.
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What milestone did you achieve with your startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that really
enabled you to raise the money?
We had a proof of concept with over 5.000 users on
our platform and the first revenue through our B2B
whitle label solution with well known brands as our
customers.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene in
2016?
There are several positive developments. One that
really surprised me, was the change in leadership in
the Austrian policy and the reduction of the incidental
wage costs for startups for the first 3 years.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian
startup scene in 2017?
A better network of Austrian startups an international
investors!
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever received as an entrepreneur?
“It’s a game, take it serious!” Was an advice for pitching
your startup by Sebastian Körber

It is important to have a big vision and think about
how you can put the vision into practice as fast as
possible. You should consider funding as an opportunity to accelerate the development of your startup and be willing to take risk.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in the
fundraising process?
Not to be determined on what you want. E. g. timetable, valuation, amount etc.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you: “I
don’t know any investors - how do I get in touch
with them?”
Talk to as many people as possible, mingle around
startup events and search the help of experts there are also companies in Austria that will help
you find investors.

What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
Present your idea with a international market aspect.

thesocialbet
€ 300.000

work? Experience?

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

Share this story:

Russell E. Perry
CEO

As a first time founder and young startup I would
just focus on Angels and strategic Investors, as it is
much harder to find an VC early on.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

The leading global company intelligence
for KYC, AML and EDD (regtech)

It is important to ask yourself: beside cash, what
does the investor bring to the company? Can the
investor realy help you to realise your vision? Net-

Share this story:

Paul Polterauer
CEO

Web-based platform that allows its users
to create their own betting games, and
invite friends and colleagues
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someone who sees our diversified strategy as an
asset because it addresses the complexity of the
world as it and offers us a whole range of possiblities for success.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
There are more and more start-up hubs and networks and also the media coverage shows a growing interest or maybe a even a small hype about
the start-up scene. There are even first political
attempts to make founding easier and less bureaucratic. We are still at the beginning, but it is
definitely a lot more vibrant than when we started
three years ago!
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
From the political side I would love to see concrete
actions to lower the bureaucratic bars for founders (it is often the easy things like getting a parking permit for your new company or changing your
company address that can be really unnerving).
Generally it would be nice to see the startup scene
grow more mature, professionalize and use the
energy of the hype to grow real businesses that
create sustainable value for our society.

WOHNWAGON
€ 250.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We developed the Wohnwagon as one possible
solution for the future of living. The small living unit
is completely independent thanks to its bio-toilet,
water treatment system and photovoltaic-system.
We grew a diverse team of architects, engineers
and a network of autarky experts to offer the best
solutions for independent living. We funded this
development through two successfull crowdinvesting campaigns. 2016 we launched our Webshop to
sell our autarky modules for different purposes as
well. We already sold 18 Wohnwaogns, hit our first
million in turnover and generate good revenues
through our shop. We received the “Founder of the
Year award” 2013 and the Austrian “Entrepreneur
of the Year” Award in 2016.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
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I believe it is about allowing yourself to dream big
and still stay grounded and go one small step at
a time. We always try to maximize the impact we
have with our actions and make them as easily to
multiply and scale as possible.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
It is important to take your time to evaluate the
partnership and its terms and not try to rush
things. Don’t just think about the money but also
about strategic advantages and possible cooperations that could give your business a boost.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Go to events, talk about your plans, ask other entrepreneurs, use your network!
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

Try to get the spark across that gives you the power for your business. Stay true to yourself and push
your luck a little bit by getting in situations where
you have the possibility to present your pitch.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
They all have their own logic and decision criteria
that you need to understand before pitching! Try
to find out what they are looking for in a start-up,
what their investment-focus is and how you can
convince them to work with you before getting to
deep into the details.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
We are not only creating a simple product but a
whole lifestyle. We want to shape the future of living! We need someone who understands our plan
and sees the bigger picture. We were looking for

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Get out there! Talk to people and other entrepreneurs about your idea and your plans, don’t be
afraid that anyone steels it because an idea itself
is just worthless without the implementation. And
things will be so much easier with strong partners
than if you try to do it on your own!

Share this story:

Theresa Steininger
CEO

Wohnwagon offers inspiring solutions
for reduced, independent
and sustainable living.
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It really depends on your business and stage. Ideally, any investor can bring a particular set of skills
and/or value to the table which you currently lack
and that go beyond monetary value.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
It feels like Vienna grabbed a front seat in the global bot landscape. Excited to see this happen with
other trends. On top, seeing initiatives like startup300 come to life, shows that the austrian startup scene is far from its peak. It’s the first time I
feel, that Austria could make its mark on the global
startup maps.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
Initiatives for local and foreign investors to make
funding austrian startups more attractive. Drastic tax cuts for early stage companies and strong
financial support for non-wage labour costs (e.g.
dedicated interest free loans).
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?

Record Bird
€ 250.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
With Record Bird we had a product which showed
early signs of engagement and stickiness, created by a passionate team with a shared history.
On top, we had the “go-ahead” from major music
labels which assured potential investors that we
work with the big players in our industry.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
You need to understand your investor’s end game.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
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Cut out all BS. Focus!

To take the first offer.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
ALWAYS, work your way towards a “warm introduction”. Start with a list of the top 20 investors
in your market. Look them up on Linkedin, search
for shared contacts and after convincing them of
your opportunity, ask for intros. Get to know people which they know or even better, whose opinion
they will value. It’s a slow and painful process, but
the results are worth it.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

I think what most founders miss, is that what seems
a good ROI to most of us (e.g. 3x) might not be a
good return for a VC. Most funds are structured in
a way, that one extreme successful outlier returns
the entire cash invested plus profits - not for this
investment but the entire fund. This means that
investors will ask themselves, if this investment
could potentially return the whole fund and more?
If not, rationally speaking, they should not invest.
This is a super harsh reality, but understanding it,
knowing their investment strategy, the maturity
of a fund and playing to it, is probably the biggest
challenge and asset any founder can have in the
fundraising process.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

Share this story:

Andreas Mahringer
CEO

Record Bird helps music fans
to keep track of new releases
by their favourite artists.
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Domain experience, current portfolio/network,
previous investments, and interpersonal fit. I’d
suggest trusting your intuition, and gut feel (finding investors is like getting married - ideally, you
sign up for the right one).
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
Vienna has become a major hub in the international chatbots movement (Lemmings, ChatbotConf 2016, BotsHackathon Vienna) - that’s great
pioneering!
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
More government-backed schemes and startup
initiatives like the aws “Risikokapitalprämie” or
“Lohnnebenkostenförderung”.

Inscouts
250.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We achieved “product-market fit” during the EURO
2016 (June/July). The product now aims at evolving
fan expectations drastically by covering the entire
fan journey, and making live votings as smooth as
possible for fans.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
First off - you need to understand that you can’t
do it by yourself (it’s all about the team, and the
right people on it). Things will definitely change,
and adjusting is necessary. Thus, the customer is
always right. As a startup, if you don’t get results,
you fail. Finding product-market fit is super critical,
and vital.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?
For me, over-optimizing the process and terms
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What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?

is a huge mistake. Actually, it’s pretty simple and
straight-forward: get intros to investors you want
to talk to and reach out to them, in parallel, not
in series. Also - get good investors on board (for
instance, an experienced lead angel), and do not
chase high valuations. The important thing is to get
the right investors, clean terms, and not spend too
much time fundraising (as it’s a massive pain in the
***). Focus on creating the best product that you
can release.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Go out, and talk to people - share your idea with
them, get early (market) feedback, and build something what people want. If you got initial user traction and social proof, finding investors is not a big
deal.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
You need to build something what people want. It’s
as easy as that!

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
With all VCs, there is a lengthy diligence process
- most likely, it’s the same with big corporates or
strategic investors. You should raise an angel
round if you’re a smaller team building a product
with the hope of “seeing if it takes”. Angels are able
to make an investment decision quickly, and do
not require control of subsequent funding rounds
(also deal terms are often not too complex). Angels
are typically well-connected, wealthy individuals
and understand the experimental nature of your
idea (in fact, this is the reason why they invest).
The difference between an angel investor and a VC
is the size and stage of investment. Angel investors
provide a key bridge between seed and venture
capital for growth companies. If you need a bigger
“cheque” or race against time to take the market,
then a VC round is more appropriate.
What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

“Show, don’t tell” is a dynamic axiom, but it’s such
a good one. I also love the quotes from Tony Hsieh
(CEO Zappos): “Chase the vision, not the money;
the money will end up following you”, and Biz Stone
(Co-founder Twitter): “Timing, perseverance, and
ten years of trying will eventually make you look
like an overnight success”.
Best advice I ever got? Robert Hisrich (US professor): “You and your grandmother are not the market” - I will never forget this one - it’s key to get out
of the building and talk to real customers as early
as possible. If you want to grow faster, spending
more time talking to your (existing) lead users is
essential.

Share this story:

Alex Pinter
CEO

Fan-based performance ratings of sports
teams and players (think: live votings)
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in4me
€ 250.000+
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
We did the research, we set up a business plan and
we’ve already been working on the prototype beforehand, which enabled us to show the investors
more than just an idea on blank a sheet of paper.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
It’s a marathon not a sprint- it takes work, it takes
patience and overall it takes persistence. Don’t try
to rush through things and don’t get depressed
when things don’t turn out how you’d expected.
What is a big mistake a founder can make in
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the fundraising process?
Having no business plan and doing no research on
your market.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Pitch your idea to the three Fs (family, friends and
fools). Maybe you’ll find your first investor within
your inner circle. Otherwise go to as many social
events as possible, cultivate your social network –
you never know who might be a potential founder
of your idea.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

Having a good idea and an even better team who
is going to make that idea come to life. Companies
and business angels invest in good industries and
good people with domain expertise.
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Of course money plays an important role but it’s
not all about the money. Investors canals bring
their wisdom, their knowledge, their skills and their
connections into the business– you’ll never know
who might knock on you door the next day.
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?

Share this story:

Daniela Nord
Founder

Sending pictures and videos from a
smartphone directly to grandma’s TV.

Don’t give up.
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What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?
Expertise & knowledge in relevant industries and
in company building. A good personal relationship
is at least as important, if not even more important.
What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
Public awareness of the scene has grown even bigger, the startup culture has been de-hipsterized.
You can now call yourself a startup without having
to constantly wear hoodies and drink club mate
every day- thank god!
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
More acceptance by bigger companies and corporations; being taken more seriously as a competent cooperation-partner and not just being mentioned on an innovation-slide in the management
board powerpoint presentation.

netinsurer
€ 250.000
What milestone did you achieve with your
startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that
really enabled you to raise the money?
In spring 2016, we pivoted and focused our business model on B2B, now providing the software
and infrastructure we used to sell online insurance to consumers to insurance companies and
brokers. In this way, we are able to digitize the
whole insurance industry which in th end enables
customers of all insurance companies to buy insurance online.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he
wants to build a company WITH venture funding?
The founder must have a cooperative, under-
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What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
Keep calm and stay focused.

standing, but also focused mindset, to not lose the
central thread of its business. He must be able to
always comunicate his goals effectively but at the
same time be open to feedback from often more
experienced consultants(investors).

media and don’t be afraid to publicly present yourself.

What is a big mistake a founder can make in
the fundraising process?

Know your industry, know your business and if not,
don`t be afraid to ask.

Not exactly knowing the strengths AND the weaknesses of its own business model.

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”
Go out and talk to people. First, your friends and
family. Do your research, find the right contact
points, don’t underestimate the power of social

What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

They usually have different ROI expectations and
intentions of impacting executive decisions. You
should be aware of that and always evaluate the
amount of dacisive freedom you are willing to give
up in return for investments.

Share this story:

Thomas Hajek
CEO

netinsurer innovates the insurance industry and builds software for online insurance distribution
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SchoolFox
€ 250.000+

What milestone did you achieve with your startup
BEFORE the most recent funding, that really enabled you to raise the money?
SchoolFox used in over 200 schools in DACH region.
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he wants
to build a company WITH venture funding?
Success is the result of joint effort
What is a big mistake a founder can make in the
fundraising process?
Communicate unrealistic goals.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you: “I
don’t know any investors - how do I get in touch
with them?”
Check what type of companies funded your competition.
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture
funding as an Austrian startup?
Develop a plan how to grow outside of Austria.
What aspects did you look at when choosing your
investors?
Alignment of goals of investors and founders.
What change would you like to see in the Austrian
startup scene in 2017?
More VCs

Stefan Siegl
CEO
SchoolFox connects teachers and parents
- by enabling faster and better communication. SchoolFox helps improving school for
children, parents and teachers.

raise to early

The general awareness is now given - from media
to politics to society

What is your tip to a founder who asks you:
“I don’t know any investors - how do I get in
touch with them?”

What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?

attend as many startup events possible

What milestone did you achieve with your startup BEFORE the most recent funding, that really
enabled you to raise the money?

To start dealing more with topics offail. We have
not reached the “peak” yet thus there will be fails
in the coming years.

We created a pototype that showed the one stop portal with having all relevant startup information in one
place to eliminate follow up phone calls and emails
to gain additional information missing in Pitchdecks.

What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?

What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he wants
to build a company WITH venture funding?
Being open to share and being capable to handle
money that is not yours.

Never stop. Go forward. Change what made you
fail and try again better. Success not necessarily
comes already the first time.

Visit conferences, do research, build trust and convince other people giving you intros
What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?
Be persistant and don’t take a no automatically as
a rejection. Pivot, adjust, ask more people until you
find your sweetspot

All of them give you money but the purpose behind is
very different. Align your investment and expectation
along with your strategy and vice versa.
What aspects did you look at when choosing your
investors?
good fit, network, impact, capable to open doors that
are right now closed.

be stubborn
What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?
Search for a strategic investor that can help you
especially with his network

as mentioned above he has to be a strategic investor with knowledge in the business sector

Christoph Drescher
CEO

Not listening. Always ask questions. Especially if you
get rejected.
What is your tip to a founder who asks you: “I
don’t know any investors - how do I get in touch
with them?”

What is one “secret of success” for getting venture funding as an Austrian startup?

What aspects did you look at when choosing
your investors?

Share this story:

What is a big mistake a founder can make in the
fundraising process?

What are differences a first-time founder must
understand between Angels, VCs and Strategic
Investors?

Share this story:
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DealMatrix
€ 250.000+

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?

DealMatrix collects, standardizes and
structures data for understanding any
company in less than 1 minute.

pwnwin
€ 350.000

What milestone did you achieve with your startup
BEFORE the most recent funding, that really enabled you to raise the money?
40.000 monthly active users
What mindset must a founder have, if (s)he wants
to build a company WITH venture funding?
#alwaysbelieve
What is a big mistake a founder can make in the
fundraising process?

What has evolved in the Austrian startup scene
in 2016?
the austrian government is now taking care of
startups
What change would you like to see in the Austrian startup scene in 2017?
more VCs would be nice
What was the most helpful advice you’ve ever
received as an entrepreneur?
don’t believe what you think and listen to your customers (Michael Eisler)

Share this story:

Bernhard Eder
Managing Director

eSports tournament platform
for cash & prizes
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